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MEASUREMENT OF DE PO OF INTRAPERSONA I 'EXPLORATION

Ch.arles B. Truax.
Director of Research

.
Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training Center

and the University of Arkansas

. ,

The present scale is a revision of the earlier entitled "A Tenttitive Scale for

the Measurement of Depth of Intrapersonal Exploiation, (DX). "3 it is based upon the

theoretical conception of intrapersonal exploration as a sufficient antecelent condition.

for constructive personality change in psychotherapy. Some aspects of the present

scale were derived from the original process scale developed by Rablen, ROgera and

walker2 and later refinements of the sub-scales bygGendltn, TOmlinson and van der,

Veen. 1

The current DX Scale is essentially an attempt to..ineitstire the extent to- whisk'

the patient is enikaged in self-eXploration, with additional weighting& given.forperson-4
5 .

ally private and personally damning material.
k

.

An earlier tentative scale included depth of-exploration factors of relSItionifliip. ,

,

. quality, personal constructs, relationship to problem elemenote of ,the:self, inimediacy

. . . ,

of feeling, and defensiveness or congruence: Recent research has, evaluated thehe
)

factors and Was indicated that they shw-no relationship at all to either the Outeome'd
re ,

of therapy or the conditions o 'red by the therapist. For this reason they are omitted-

in the current cal,.
- 41)

A recent study6 using six raters on each of 358 samples oT individual psycho-

therapy for a total of 2,148 ratings, inter-judge correlations yielded.reliabilities

between the six judges ranging between . 58 and .78 for the Depth. of Intrapersona
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Exploration Scale (using the present scale). FUrther, since naive 'raters were used

who had no training in psychology nor acquaintance witO-psyehotherapy or psycho-

therapeutic theories, that data suggests that the current scale is explicit enough not
0,41

to require a great deal of "background, clinical or theoretic information for its use.

In a second study, the rate-rerate reliability fo'r the DX Scale (basic plus

correction) is indicated by a pearson correlation of .83. 7 A third study, 5 again

using naive iters, only this time on a series of samples taken from therapy interviewa

with 'chronic hospitalized patients, used tour raters, three of whdFn rated each of the

samples and then rerated them. The seven sets of ratings were intercorrelated,

yielding Pearson correlations between .43 and .76.

Considerbig the nature and ambiguity of the intrapersonal situations being

rated, the ratings of patient deA of intrapersonal exploration seem much more than

adequately reliable.

General

The following is a 9-point scalp attempting to define the extent to.which patients,

engage in self-exploration ranng from no demonstrable intrapersonal exploration to
s ,

a ilery high level Qf self-probing and exploration. While this basic scale is intended 'to

be a continuum, the specific definitions for each level ghould be rigidly adhered to in

assigning ratings.. After the basic scale rating is made, the appropriate corre -s

should be added to determine the final assigned scale-value:

In the use of the scale, it iNes'irabliito make the best judgments possible

even on relatively ambiguous samplesof therapeutic interaCtion. Interactions that

appearambiguous and thus do not clearly lend themselves to the scale should he rated,
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if possible, and then circled so that the possibility of later subjecting them to separate

analyses becomes possible. The data to date, however, suggests-that different,

smples are APnbignous to different judges and that there appears to be very few

samples that are inherently ambiguous and, therefore, non-ratable.

Stage p

-
Basic Scale of Depth of Intrapersonal Exploration

a

No personally relevant material and no opportunity for it to be discussed.

Definition of personally relevant material: Personally relevant material refers

to emotionally tinged experiences or feelings, *or to feelings or experiences of significance
e"

to the self. This would inclyde selfdescriptions that are intended to reve1 the self to

-the theiapist and the c -unications of personal values, perceptions ()Toes relation-
)

ships to others, one's perbonai role and self-worth in life, as well as communications

indicating upsetness, erlotional turmoil, or expressions of more specific feelings of

anger, affection, etc.

Example 1:

T: So you'll see Mrs. Smith about taking those tests"? Have you got your slip?

C: Yeah.

T: As I mentioned earlier, I ha`ve to leave a little early today. (Phone rings) Hello, k-

,yes, tills is.Dr. Jones. Right-, rig akht,. OK, right way. Goodbye. (Hangs up) So
.

then I'll see you next Tuesday? ç.

C: At ten?

T: Yes, or a little bit after: OK; Pll-see you next week.

4
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Example fl

T: Well, first I went to Harvard and then:I was at Duke for a while. It is a Icing haul.

You have to take courses and have supervised therapy hours, about two thousand,

all told. Then, because you probably have to work aome to support your f y, ft

is a long time before the degree finally comes. But I suppose that you've the idea

-- it is a long haul. Now that I have toldsyou a little about myself and how one

becomes a therapist, perhaps . . .

Thepatient actively evade4ei.sonally relevant material (siich as by changing

the subject, refusingto respond at all, etc. ).

Thus,, personally relevant material is not discussed. The istient does not

respo d to personally relevant material even when the therapist speaks of it.

.le I:

T: As though You're just feeling kind of doWn about these things . .

C: Tired.

T: What?

C: Tired.

T: Tired . . . kind Of worvut?

C: Couldn't sleep last night. (Pause)

T: You're just feelirig kind of worn out. (Client does not respond -- silence to end of

tape. )

Example II:

C: Dining room?

T: Hmm?

5



(': You're dialing room? (P:use) That's why the operator alwayS ansWers when I

dial half around.

T:' Is thiii your dialing room?

C: Sometimes when I'M in the kitchen, umm, whenever I make a dial, dialed numbers,

it reminds me of dinner. What are we having.today, do you know? (Pause)

T: Something good? (30-second pause -- dialing of telephorie -- another long pause)

It's kind of interesting to make phone calls even when they're not real?

C: (Dialing telephone and talking atthe same time) It. seems like fun.

T: .Not so much fun. (Telephone ie dialed 18 times. )

C: Could I go back now? I don't want to do anything"til they make me dress.

T: I think you can. 1JmmI guess you feel this isri't very interesting, is it? I'm

sorry I couldn't do a better job of playing a brother-in-law, but I didn't know what

kind of guy he is.

C: .(Murnbles) You did quite good.

T: Did I? (Silence to end)

Stage 2

The patient does not volunteer personally relevant material but he does not

actually evade responding to personally relevant material when the therapist introduces

it to the interpersonal situation.

Example I:

I gather it is rather tiresome for aittlecaube unless somebody else says

something,you don't know when it'll be, you'll be out.

C: U1) huh. I hope someone does something for me pretty soon. (Long 'silence).-

T: There's such a feeling about all this as if -- me, I'm powerless. I can't do a thing.

C: You wait until your doctor tells you . . . can do something but . . (Silence)
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Example II:

(Five minutes of silence have yreceded this interchange. )

T: Our time is nearly up. I guess you just feel kind of somber?

C: Yeah, hopeless.

T: Hopeless . .

C: Everything . .

T: Everything's a mess, nothing can . nothing can work out. (Pause) It's Just

hopeless. (Pause) . , . feeling might be going intO it or talking about it. It's

. hopeless anyway.

C: Yeah, I . . nothing' makes sense anymore. (Laughs)

Hrnm?

C: Nothing makes sense anymore.

T: Nothing makes sense.4

C: Just don't know. . .

T: Messy, hopeless . . . (nimble) .

The patient.does not himself volunteer to share personally relevant materi

with the theirapist, but he responds to personally relevant material intro

therapist. He may agree or disagree with the therapist's remarks and may freely

make brief remarks, but he does not add significant new material.

Example I:

T: And I guess you don't need to, u , see that doctor at all. But I'll see him and ask

him if you'd l'ike me to?

C: Yes, I would.

7
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()kay. I wanted to ask him also about your staffing decause it was scheduled for

this M 'onday and they must have had some kind of mix-up again. They,dichi't haye

it, did they?

: No, (1h oh. 'I'hey call on it. (Silence)

C: There are a few new pidient4 over there noW.-

T: Oh . . . a few new face:i in the building?

C: Oh mi. They're from I . well, we- have one there,: two, IS; butlhere's a 63uple

from over here I know.

T: Urn hmm.

C: I got; iQu know, she canw otier thei'ea.

Example II:

T: What did you do d'uring those Couple of years?

C: Nothing. Just stayed home.

14: Stayed,home?

C: Right.

4 4

T: That's when you stayed home and looked aftgr your little sister?

C: Yes. Except year I did have a summer job.,
r

T: HoW did that go?
4

C: Okay. But it was dirty.

T: Your silter.. . . how did that go?

to

C: Not too good.
A

T: Notstoo good? You didn't like her?

C: That's'right. (Y,awns)
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T: Did yni always resent her? 4)r did it start at a particular time?

C: Right whem she came . .

l': When she was born?

C I think so.

T: Dif you have any ideas about that? (Silence to end)

stage 4

Personally relevant material is discussed (volunteered in part or in whole).

Such volunteer oiscussion is done (1) in a mechanical manner (noticeably lacking L

spontaneity or as a "reporter" or "observer"), and, (2) without demonitration of

emotional feellu. In addition, there is simply discussion without movement by the

patient toward further exploring the significance or meaning of the material or toward

further exploration of that feeling in an effort to uncover related feelings or material.

Both the eniotional remoteness and the mechanical manner of the patient make Ms

di*ussion often seem to sound rehearsed.

Example I:

C: (Talks in a flat, monotone) . . . It was hot, too.

T: It was kind of hectic and not too satisfying experience, I take it?

C: I mean the whole day was a flop. (Nervous laugh) It started out we were just

goin' to take a ride. A trip. Take a ride up north. I . . , 'cause I knew all the

places would be busy, you 'know, and with the children it isn't too nice . . . and

. . . so I . . Nobody seemed to know where they. . . . where they wanted to go

. . I mean it wasn't too well planned in the first place. Thought we', st get

out for a while and drive astop off if we saw something we would like see.

9
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And then ht. said the night before we weren't going to go, 'cause they were acting

up some . . and they were crying over that. Because one wati trying to boss

the other. (Laughs nervously) And then on the way up we stopped every few miles

and looked at a map. (Said slowly, with a tired and resigned tone of voice) It

was . . I don't know . . . it was . . . it wasn't nice.

T: is it kind of discouraging to see the same darned old pattern of . . . ?

C: It was the same all over again . . . (Long pause) . . . it certainly was . . . Got

a good start anyway.

T1 You had a good start.

C: I say 'it had a good start. (Following told in a dry monotone) I did quite a bit of

work Monday night. And Sunday night I made a dinner and Was doing the dishes at

9:30 that flight so we could go and get a good start and all. It was hot that night
of

and time kids didn't want to settle down. I tried to get them to settle down and maybe

I got kind of nasty to them. Then he told me, "Well, we're not going to go tomorrow.

We're going to stay home or get up late . . . " I didn't know whit it was all about

and just didn't do much. I stayed fri the bedroom. I couldn't quiet them down. And

they were so excited. It was late enough. It was 10:00 or something like that.

Ten-thirty, I thfnk'it was.. He had worked from about 4:Q0, no 5:00, to about 9:00.

No,,..8:00. We didn't get there.until quarter to nine:

Example H:

C: Yeah . . . and let's see, what else did we do last weekend? We went to look at

some new houses. The landloysaid that we maynot have to move. But my husband

is goinv to talk to him again jeek and then we'll know more

N

10



'F: Um hum.

(7- s

T: You may not have to go through that, huh?

C: Yes, may not have to go through that.

T: Yes, um hum.
.

C: When we go through some houses that you can buy without a down payment

just closing costs. But they're so expensive, but at least it's something and my

husband sort of would like to buy one of those.

T: timm, at least that's possible.

C: Yee.

T: AO then you could have r own stuff in it without . . .

C: Yes.

T: That 'situation doesn't seem as much of a problem as it did recently.

C: No, not as much of a prol;lem. (Voices flat and trailing off) 4

T: Still unsettled, but . .

C: (Pause) If we have to move we just have to move, th's all. We . we might

buy a place without a down payment . .

T: If you have to . .

C: Yes. My husband wants to anyway, so, we might . . . I don't know yei. (Pause)

T: I can't get how that feels to you . . . would that be fun or are you a little concerned?

C: What?

T: About that?

C

11
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Buying a bousc.
..

C: Well, in a way thard be nice. You know, it would be a new house .

14:
Yes.

C: But the trouble is they want so much money for them.

. T: limm.

C: I think you would pay a little bit more tkat way than it was actually worth if you

were.to get it . .

T: Yes, \toil do. Ye8, you do . . .

C: Without a down payment. (I,ong pause)

T: Our time is up?

C: is it up? Well, I'd better go now.

T: see you . . . ?

C: Tuesday.

Stage 5

a

Stage 4 ts achieved except that the material is discussed either with feeling,

indicating emotional proximity, or with spontaneity, but not both. (Vpice quality is

mnai

Example I: )

,,

1\ 4? '

C: He's the only close relative I have. But he's wrapped up in his own family up

there . . . and he doesn't seem to . . . to realize that this house is the type .

it's dear to me. . I don't want to sell it, it . . . I really don't,

T: But he wants to sell it.

C: . . . lie wants to sell it. 'He's eager to get rid of it because it's not worth

12
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:4?

keeping . .::). to,himi, because he has,his.own.honie.
r

6
\But oxisi

'.11111p-

have. (Pause) But of CbuiTy.The is perfectly willing to sell it for aamuch Money

as he can get, and on that scofe he doesn't give me any trouble. He doesn't want

,a sacrifice sale as my.guardian Seems to want .
N fr`,

T: That's one of the few things that you have found, that you have to look forward to

. . . and going back to it . . .

C: . . Going back there is one of the . . . I know I can't live there alone . . . one of

the few things I have to look forward to. I know I can't live there alone as soon as

I leave the hospital because I don't have the money to keep tt up. But, given a few

years, I could. And I was hopeful that, if I could get a job, then perhaRs I could

get a mortgage on the house and pay off my hospital bill because . . . you see,

that's the whole catch, is the what do they call it . . . the collections board or

what is that? Bureau of board or something of Collections and Deportations.

T: I don't know. . .

C: . . . here in , wants the house sold so I can pay my hospital bill.

But if they sell it for the ridiculously low price that its.listed at, it won't even.

pay my hospital bill.

T: Yes.

C: 'that, to Me, seems stupid. I mean it, it would seem to me . . . that since they

can't get the full amount of my hospital bill out of it, by sellpg it at the list price

they would be . . . it would be better not to force sale of it and apply t fent :hat

we get on my hospital bill. Or, at lel st my share of the rent . . . But they don't

seem to figure that that's . . don't know. I give up.

( 1 3
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T: . . it.'s a rather narrow wa. that they look at it . . . very cold and inhuman

like.

C.: I donit know..

T: I think it would make me pretty dam mad if they tried to take my %louse away from
IP

me. Especially one that . I4ived in for a long time and was really a part of me.

C/(Groans softly)

EXample

T: Part of whatsays to me is, "Boy, I had a wonderful time this weekend, and I

found that my home was getting put together again, that I don't have to worry about

my mother taking my son. My husband is-doing something good, and when I do

get out of here, at least-I have something to look forward to now. "

C: That's right. I mean, no matter what, what you said now, I mean I didn't let it,

let it bother me, it being thiat like my sister was quite ill and expecting another baby.

I think she has about five or six chil'dren now, I mean, my mother said, well, she '

had a sev6n or eight hundred dollar doctor bill. She was just . . . just, it's just

the insinuation that. . . the . . uh . . they could afford it, and I couldn't and I

belonged here in . . . and dicili't have the money financially to do, uh, to do what,

what uh . . the rest of ray family, with their big homes and that, can do. 'Cause

we're in no position and never did have our, our own home, and . . . uh . . . but

it didn't bother me, being that my husband.was home now and able to take some

responsibility. And, if he wouldn't have went and taken this job, coast-to-coast on

the road there, I know I never would have been back in here again.

T: Mmm.

14 Iff
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C: ,'Cause , uh, then my son was out there more than he was home and my, my
...$

mother wdrited me to go back alreadY. I mean, I wasn't home a month, and she. -

,
said, "rI think you ought to, uh . . . take her back in there again. " And uh, in

,A .

././ .. . 0, . ,
. . /back to, again. So, uh . . . thirs just . . . so now I, ii.doesn't, it (...

doesn't bother me though, because I know now she wouldn't be able to take them
.

and, and tO keep them out there. I mean and, that they couldn't commit me now,

A

if my husband doesn't, uh . . . knows, uh . . that . . . uh . . there's =thing
4

wrong with me.

T.: Mmm . . before. you had a feeling everybody was working to get you hi here I. . .

keep you in here.

C: They were My relatives, I mean, they, they, they seemed to think all the while

there was something wrong with me.

T: And now you have kind of proof that, at leas't your husband and pirobably your children,

are on your side.

C: Hmm . . (Pause) . . . W1l, I wqts . . thee was never enough money . my

husband worked in a quarry at that time, too, and illy was a baby, and I never was

in the hospital to have either one of them, and I had to depend on my mother for that.

. Now, I went home to have both of them, the second time he was in the army. And

it was fifteen, fifteen years ago. And, uh . . . it seemed he always . . . when they

had to, someone does something like that for you,, you ,always have to be under

obligation to someone. And I mean, they Want to do something then like they . . .

she wanted my son in there then . . . the youngest one, because she took care of him

from the time he was a baby and spoiled him. And, uh . . gas aliNays afraid

15
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I
sonwdav th: WIt W1 he-would grow up, that . . . well,that's just what did haPpen.

_

.)
And I guess I worried a little bit,too mUch about it. And'now, well, now I have

the.feeling that it . that, 1111 . things'll be, be different. 'Cause he's

first anyway, my husband . . to,Tto, to . . . take the respOnsibility that no.,one

else could have, becauseithe one that's nineteen, well, he's On his own with his.

own job and that, and nobody Nould bother him anymore. So, he doesn't get into

(any trouble. Sometimes too much money isn't good either for, for boys of-that

age.
I

T: So, almost as long as you've had dilly, you've Always been afraid that some-

T:

;C: Well, 1 had, I had to go.home that time because I . . . he left me already

and; -and early in winter, and he was born first in September, and I had to

depend on my relatives that whole summer for somethhg to eat. And, uh

body would want to take him away from you? Your mother? °

Yeah . . . the youngest one . . . not Me oldest one. The youngest one.

. . . then, then I had to go to my mother's . . . there was no place . . . I

live in a small apartment. And, uh . . . there .

Stage 6.

Stage 6 apPlies.to data in which Stage 4 is achieved except that the person-

ally relevant materiaa is discussed with both spontaneity and feeling. There is cleat'

indication that the patient is speaking with feeling so that his communication is
)

emotion-laden.

16



Example I:

C: (Speaks with trembling voice throughout intervieW, almost always on the verge
-

of sobbing, and in instances, does,weep. ) Do you hallftra match, or don't you

use them?

T: Yes, I have one .

C: (Lights cigarette) Thank you.

: you're-weltome.
,

C: (Pause) . . . Like I. said, you can't go back te; li.vifigclike that. (Pause) I've
,

)3aid and even if he said he woul 't do those things again, I'd still :,. . I

mean just can't trust him anymore. (Voice becomes very thick) Iicnow it'd )

'

be that way. Not because I want to gobackain. It'd be on account of the

children. I don't want to come home. Long pause) So there he's again using

it. Now it's my fault. I don't t to go home so they think I don't want to

come to them, back to them, rying) see?

T: Yes.

C: And since . . .

T: (Very quietly) Seems like everything gets twisted the wrong way so that you come

out the goat..

C: I-really felt bad last week. I've been taking the kids up to my folks. See? And
i*

I said, I told them, why I can't go back with him and like that. I said, iRtec1do
-

the same4hings all over again. " And they said, "Oh, you donrt want to coine

home with Us. You don't love us. You don't want to be with us. " You Imow?

Like that. I try to explain to them. (Veryupset). It's so hard and you hate to

get them upset again. I mean, they've been upset so roUch already. (Loiig pause)

17



I don't know what to do.

T: At times it must seem impossible that you could be so completely misunderstood,
f

doesn't it, as if no One ean See this thing the way it looks to you?

C: (Weeping) . . so there-agbin he's using it.
.1

Example

C: Dr. Smith showed me

time":

T: Urn hmin.

C: But it sure .

actly how they do thi 'NI was working atol. . at at

C.

. . God! never saw a fella, I never saw a\child, chant so much

from a.C. . . well, I had a picture of him before and after. Ilftst never saw

he was just . . . (Pause, grOping for words)

T: Very striking, I guess.

C: Huh?
a

It must have been very striking.

C: :Ohboy,, (nervous laughter) it was, uh, it Was, uh, well . . . I7,jtst . . . never.

You just don't believe it. That's all, because-people just dont . well, you

saw pictures of malnutrition and .

hmm, s.

C: He was, ju t bone. And his stomach all puffed and the shoUldel..' . that's just

exactIli the way he looked. His le out, uh, as that (denionstrates how7 .

large) that big around. He walked aroun netrer said hardly anything. 'Course

you couldn't blame him, poor kid. Sittin' up here with gas pressinfon his dia-

phragrn. It's a wonder he could breathe. And just like that (snaps fingers) you

A
1 8



see a person'get an" operation . . . and then all of a sudden he's straight as,
i

well, just as tall and straight as you or L (Voice cracks with emotion)

Can't help but appreciate the people who develop those things, take e time

to develop those things. And that, that, that,jell, that . . . that w

well, I'll tell you, I'm kind of a calloused individual but I sure was grateful

for that.) Aere'thio getting around that. I used to worry about that little\

fella. I guess I wopried more about hi-m than his mother.

T: Uh hnun, hum.
A,

C: He'll go along now. He's strong. Boy, he's strong. Before he wasn't yery

strong, but now. . just as strong as they come-now. TV- other, Igot a
-.

girl, she's got a crossed eye. She wears glasses. That'll straighten itself

out. Coutsi4e otthat, they haven't any ailments outside of ch ildhood meanness.

Stage 7

Tentative probinx toward intrapersonal exploration. There is an inward

probing to newly discover feelings or experierIces. The patient is searching for

discovery of new feelings which he struggledeto ,reach and hold on to. The individual

may speak with many,private distinctions pr with "personal" meanings to common

words. It may be clear that,he recognizes the value.pf self-ekploration, but 'it muilt

be clear that he is frying to .activelT exic:4ore himself-and his world-even though at

the moment he is doing so perhaps iearfully and tentatively.

Example I.

C.: What . . . do you thirk about thi what would anybody get out of this?

T: Hmm. Not cpite surd what you're asking.
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C: This kind of therapy? -0(

T: Hmm. You mean, "What is there in it kir me?"

C: What could, could anybody get out of it?

Uh hmm. Well, saying, "Right now L don't really feel I am getting anything. "

C: Well, I guess I haven't been in it long enough.

T: Uh hmm., Well, angway, is 'it uh, "Few times we have talked,- I don't really

feel I've gotten much out of it. "?

C: Umm, I ain't got nothing.

T: Uh hmm. "Am r just ping: to go on this way or when do you . . . gonna:get

anything. It's just pretty useless,, pretty hopeless. "

C:. Seem tb be hopeless.

T: Uhlunni.4)oesn't seem to do anything or help really at all.

C: A4id I don'i think this hospital eyer done me any good yet. 'Cause I think I got,

worse since I been here.

T: "I felt really worse. I guess especially since I had read last night abbut this

other fellow. "

C: Oh, Itve alWays thought that.

T: Um hmm.

C: Guess

T: Hmm.

gib

was a couple of weeks ago. I haven't gotten any better.

C: I'm . . . I just do 't care for anything now.

'I": Not much interested in anything. .Don't, care what happens or. . . doesn't

happen.
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C: Donq care if I live today or die tomorrow.

T: Nothing really has any meaning or purpose. (Pause)

C: Seems funny that . . . the whole world seems all funny

T: Sort of distant or. .
4

C: Don't even :kern like it's real.

T: Uh hmm. Sort of like geeing a movie, or what?
t-

C: No, it ain't like seeing a movie. You laiow real but you don't feel it.

T: Urn hmm. ow this is all there is, that this is, this it; laillylgreal

don't seem fthat way. "

C: Seems so crazy: (Laughs)

T: Umni. Logically it doesn't make seise but it sure seemsthat way.

C: Don't ma.ke.no sense to me. I don't feel lllcelike one person's got, uh, like

he shoOtt say, "Yr get in here and spend the rest of your life prison. " I-
\

don't see hiiw he can judge another person like that.

T: Uh hmm. How can one person make this decision?

Example H:

C: (Coughs) There are a lot of things that, that hurt. Yet I know I shouldn't . .

let them bother me because some way they seem foolish, but in other ways

they carry a great deal of weight. (Pause)

T: Um hmm. You know that thery's an irrational part of it, but knowing that

doesn't prevent you from feeling that.

C: No. Nor does it stop me from undergoing the compulsions. (Pause)

T: That was an example, and even talking about it . . .
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C: It just makes my heart beat fast. I just feel ,myself going up.-

T: Were you ever afraid that you might do someth

L.

ke that? Try and recall . .

C: Well, just thethought ok it frightens me . . . so much. It's like the, I think

I told you one time, It's like playing a game, only you don't wait to play it.
419

That every thought would come into your mind . . . successively eacjI time.

Then there's ,a counaarpart. I&mean you can, you can't have any good feelings

without having bad . .

without having bad feelings.

C: Antlthen . . .

. . then have the reverse of thit, is if you haire a bad feeling. You try ka

,Pink something good, or you try to do som ing that gets rid of the ba41.

C: Well, I, I flever get that fa . Ab est I get is the bad feeling and then I

have to undergo my washing, or (Pause) . . .

T: Um hmm.

C: Dr. Smith told:me one time . . . I don't quiteoelieve it . . that it wa due tio

the . . . the church . . . the ceremonies, involved the Catholic Church. Now

I, I . .

T: Who's Dr. Smith?

C: he was down fo the County.

T_: Limy.

C: And, uh, that seems kind of (Pause) . . I think he wasa little bit queer, I

don't know.

T: It doesn't seem to make sense to you, 1that part of it, or whatever it was that he

meant by that.
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C: Oh, he told n'le another one, too. That people (cleve -thioato), that unconsciously

try to keep from giving out to a doctor, you know, that sounds like a psychiatrist,

generally have constipation, and those people that, Uh, give out pretty freely,

'have good running bowels or loose bowels. Now that, hah, does that make any

sense to you? Is there

T: The important-thing is that it didn't make any sense to you.

C: No, it didn't. Just the same. as . . .

T: Or at least that didn't give you an answer or Clue far ah,what's going on around

here, impulse.

C: Tliat's right. But he, as I say, said it was again the church, the; the ceremonies,

and all that, ah, you know, you know how a Catholic Church operates.

T: Umm. (Pause)

C: Oh, there's been sorne lulus. Dr. Jones said he bought it due . . . to my marry-

ing against my father's wishes. That didn't strike a responding cord either.

T: Yes, a lot of people have suggested a lot of different things, but you've never

hit upon anything yourself that makes sense to you.

C: No, haven't . . . excePt for the last coupl e times in here talkin.' to you. I

don't know if it's helped, maybe some.

T: Yah, I cerflinly get this feeling, that you're getting close to sorne things.

_C: Well, I sure hope so. (

T: You're kind of , ah, grasping at some things. you have.,;tiquite got them yet,

but you're close.

C: If I could get the beginning of it, I think it Would help a great deal.

T: It's as though that there's something there that's been forgotten, or. .
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Stage 8 .,
1

1

Active intrapersonal. exploIration. e is follOwing a "connected" chain

of thoughts in focusing upontimSelf and actively exploring himself. He may be

discovering!inew feelings, new aspeCts o
-

feelings, his yaliies, his perceptions of otflers, his' relationships, his fears, his

t -4

himself. He i actively exploring his.

tu and his life-choicep..

Ekample I:

C: (She is relating experiences 1.n Germany during World War 11) I don't want to
4 tk,

exaggerate, but, why you could have kidded for some things! And the pendulum

was always sWinging. You never knew. You'd steal carrots to eat because you

4 were always so dreadfully hungry. There was no clothing, no fuel . . and the

cold . . . (Voice soft, reflects a great'1a1 of concentration) They had . .

they always announced the dead, those who had been killed in the war. And one

always went and read the lists . I dotlit recall exactly where they were .

(Pause) It was conducive to think that lif e was . .

T: Unendurable, and getting used to the, that way of living.

C: Yes, yes, uh, hum, I had no . . . I was not . . . I have a very close girlfrier-,1

-

who shared my things, but I was not kind and tender with my brviliers. I

remember one thing.that really shames me still. I was to watch out for them,

and my younger brother 4e11 and bruised his head one day, and I just pulled his

cap over that. Healy, really, but . . but my excuse, I think I can say, was

that nobody ever treated me lovingly. At least I think that.
a.

T: It was a hard lifc and you had to be hard. This is what you knew.
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C: f think I waS harder than I really had to be but I was just, oh, hard .

V

T: Because you hadn't been taught to be soft and kaving.

C: Yes, ah, yes.. I don't know whether you t9,ch somebody to

do you?

, to be . .

T: Well, you haven't experienced it?(

C: I feei)that way now, towar51 my family, my husband and children . I can

love them.

Example II:
4

C: I think,ah, ah, 1' think you are probaiy-right and, and, and, I wouldn't believe

it. But I have the res ts and I owe the results to you. Pathies, makes a
\

series of tentative starts, then continues) 4ometimes it may, must be a

. process of getting better that you ?lake out of something that you hear, like,

like -an attack thaTalvanizes you into action," because in the end this is. what

I must do myself-and I, and ph, ah . . . Anow the.tender subtleties that are
t

involved and I know the immensFvulnerability of any person. I didn't think I

could hurt as much aild Ididn't think that could be, oh . . take e bite ofth

tothers as well as their barki I talked to my husband esterday about mother's

death. It was very lonely and very stupid in a poorlytrun hospial on a Sunday

afternoon where they just sort of gave her no care at all and I, I said to my

husband how terrible, how terrible that was and he pointed out rather patiently

to me, he said, "Well, `,7our brother tirought het th'ere in the aftern d
4

then she died four or 114 hours later." And that nobody was there was ortunate

laipt basically somebody warg"there, and, and, and, my brothex and my sister-in-

I
law were .aB concerned as you wsuld have been only they were told there was no

0.44
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anger at all and so in the meantime my, mother had died. 4nd I found

'myself sbratefu11y holding onto this explanation. why I am unable to, to

find the positive explanation, I don't know, but I am constantly tumble to look

at the positive side. Yet:I think I can learn- it . . (Pause) 2Certainly if

meaninglessneds doesn't do it then I think willingness will do it. And, and,

Lthought, I thought now h@re he know-rs I have a problem and we not only talk

r about . . .

T: I think I was 'trying to say to you something about this . .

C: And don't you think I can find out? I mean beyond the words,are . is . .

this universe where . .

T: Yes . .

Stage 9

Stage 9 is an extension of the scale to be used for those rare mOments when

the patient is deeply exploring and being himself, or for tnose'rare moments when

he achieves a significant new perceptual base for his view of hirnself of the world. .

This is to be used at the judge's discretion.
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Corrections

The following corrections should be applied to each basic rating where

appropriate:

A If a therapist is doing the talking but is speaking forthe patient

(i. e. , depth reflection) and the patient is "with" him, then give the itegiC:t

the rating based on the way the therapist is talking and subtract one (1) full

stage.

B If a segment fits a given stage but does not 'clearly include all

elements of the lower stages (for example, Stage 7 but lacking spontaneity),

then subtract one-half (1/2) stage for each missing element.

C Add one-half (1/2) stage for "pereonally private" material. "Person-

ally private" material is any communication which thereby makes the individual

more vulnerable. It may be information even that could be thrown back at the

patient by. a hostile person in a very hurtful way. It thus has the potentiar of being

personally damaging material.

D Add one (1) full stage for discussion of "personally damning" Material.

This is material that would be revealed_only in a safe, accepting and nonthreatening

close relationship. If it were said in any other context it holds the threat that the

other person could "throw it in his face" which might be catastrophically damaging.

It would almost invariably demand that the patient rfiffite a "damaging admission"

about personal weaknesses, failures, or "terrible" things that he has thought, felt,

said, or done.
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